MARK OSTACH

KEYNOTE SPEAKER
A man of many interests and a wellspring of energy, Skidmore Studio’s
Mark Ostach is on a mission to motivate people to become the best
possible version of themselves. A nationally recognized speaker on
digital wellness, Mark has spoken to thousands of people encouraging
them to share their light with the world.
With degrees in psychology, technology, and even had a short stint at
massage therapy school, Mark is determined to remind the world that
human connection is the most powerful connection we have.

“Mark’s message was an audience favorite!”
“Felt just like a TED talk.”
“Packed with powerful insights & takeaways.”
“Mark is a powerful and entertaining speaker.
He’s a terrific addition to any event!”
“Absolutely captivating! Mark’s positivity
was infectious!”
“Thought-provoking & funny!”
“We’ve had Mark speak for 3 straight years!”
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The Future of Our Digital Life
Ever wonder what our digital life will look like 15 years from now in the year 2034?
According to keynote speaker Mark Ostach, it includes a tribe of young adults called ‘dippies’
(short for digital hippies) that don’t use smartphones. Furthermore, the government regulates
how many emails you can send in a day and while the latest iPhone uses biometrics to lock you
out if you're too stressed. Sound far-fetched? Not as far as you'd think.
Presently Google, Apple, and Facebook have begun to establish their views on digital wellness,
mental health online, and ways their future products & platforms will be more human
centered. While thought leaders throughout the world have begun discussing digital citizenship
and the ethical arguments that will shape policy around the Internet and our device usage.
Mark will share what the future holds for our digital life and ways you can best prepare your
team and organization.

Audience Takeaways
•
•
•
•
•

Gain valuable techniques into ways to make your products and services more
human centered
Uncover unique perspectives into industry trends in innovation that impact future
technology & communication platforms
Learn practical and actionable tips on how to prepare your skillset and mindset to
embrace your future digital life
Discover a new framework to reduce distractions from your day and create a culture of
digital wellness in your life

Why Attend?
We are entering the greatest period of global
transformation our digital life has ever experienced.
This constant state of change requires a proactive
evaluation at how we do business and work together.
Mark’s message will leave you feeling inspired and ready
to position your team and business for The Future of our
Digital Life.
Speaker Demo Reel: https://vimeo.com/336248090

